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PEACE ON EARTH 

 

Acrylics 

Again, like every year, they sing with closed eyes about peace on earth. But on this earth there is only 

peace after it has become a global graveyard. They celebrate the feast of love and an avalanche of 

presents substitutes the missing love. They think of the hungry birds and overeat at festive tables. They 

celebrate their own wellbeing and sit moved to tears in front of the candle lit trees. 

It is the merry Christmas time of good people, of the righteous and God's favourites. And the others 

who live on bombed and war burnt soil are they the bad ones? 

Why would we be bothered at all? It is Christmas time and we do not want our joy spoiled, we have a 

clear conscience, we are all peace loving people and can not be blamed nor held responsible for what is 

happening out there. With shudder and compassion we look at the pictures of burning cities, with 

concern we eye the streams of refugees and become aware of our helplessness. 

Really, does there have to be war all the time somewhere?  



Bar affliction, misery and death we gain nothing, so history taught us, but despite, rockets of fire enlight 

the skies above the southern Sudan, the Ukraine, Syria, the Yemen, the Congo, Libya, Afghanistan, the 

Iraq................... 

A star from Bethlehem that wanted to bring us another message turns out to be a rocket. 

But there is yet another side to the war, a very lucrative one, our war industry, indeed. Creating jobs 

and adding substantially to our wealth, wealth that enables right now our present buying frenzy. 

Each bomb that explodes in the Yemen, the oil rich neighbours have bought somewhere, each gun and 

each cartridge got manufactured somewhere and each land mine has it's country of origin. 

And everybody washes his hands in innocence (or in blood) and like the three monkeys: we want to 

hear nothing, see nothing, say nothing (shamefaced); most important nobody ruins our festive mood. 

This is not the aim of these lines either. But maybe in between two bites of the Christmas roast we try 

to figure out what an individual could do to stop this criminal nonsense that each war stands for. Do 

we not live (in so called) democracies? Is pacifism only an Utopia? 

Our picture should spread a small glimmer of hope that one day one can say:  

There is peace on Earth 

 


